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Abstract
Diagnosis and detection of mechanical fault in an internal combustion engine at the end of line engine testing is
very crucial to deliver customer a defect free healthy engine. Currently engine testing operator uses his subjective
hearing expertise to diagnose and detect any abnormal noise coming out from the engine. Subjective engine testing
leads to continuous noise exposure to operators, possibilities of defective engine go to customer due to hearing
fatigue of the operator, there are few abnormal noises which are beyond human perception which sometime
manifest itself when it is loaded on the vehicle and in few cases, there is bias among the operators’ perceptions as
the testing is subjective in nature. More over operators needs rigorous training to become an expert of engine noise
testing. The theme of the project is to convert the subjective engine testing to objective engine testing by
developing an engine vibration measurement system and deploy a machine learning algorithm model which can
detect the faulty engine and also diagnose the type of fault (Head noise, Gear damage, Whining noise etc.) in the
engine with less or no manual intervention. The vibration measuring system consist of three unidirectional
accelerometer sensors with magnetic mounting base which can be mounted on the three different locations of the
engine. Vibration data is captured by a vibration analyzer hardware at three different engine speeds. Statistical
method is used to extract the time domain and frequency domain features data and feature ranking method is used
to reduce the dimensionality of the features. We have collected more than 550 engines vibration data combination
of both healthy engines as well as 5 types of typical faulty engines occurred at the production line including
operator’s remark. Auto Associative Kernel Regression (AAKR) model is used to separate the faulty engines from
the healthy engine and it will also rate the engine health on a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 stands for excellent and
smooth engine and 1 stands for severely faulty engine. Random Forest (RF) model is used to classify the type of
fault in the engine. We have conducted a blind test with a set of healthy and faulty engines, we have achieved
overall accuracy of 83.7% with true positive rate of 94 % and false positive rate of 25% for the health index model.
Engine diagnostic model yields an overall accuracy of 75.9%.
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1.

Introduction

Engine is the most important component of any vehicle and maintaining its quality standard is the top most
requirement for any automobile industries. Too much attentions are given for engine testing and inspection before
the engine is sent to vehicle assembly. Diagnosis of engine fault and pin point of the defect in the produced engine
at the end of assembly line engine testing is highly crucial to meet the quality standard and to ensure no defective
engines reach to customer. There are various instances in the assembly process which leads to engine fault which
includes wrong assembly of component, assembling of defective parts and components etc. In TVS Motor
Company all the produced engines have to go through different engine testing process it includes engine leak
testing, engine noise checking and visual inspection for scratches, part missing etc. Engine noise testing is one of
the important process where structural related defects like gear damage, valve bending, Cam shaft damage etc. can
be diagnose. Most of the manufacturing and assembly process related fault manifest itself through noise, abnormal
noise from the engine would reduce the reliability of the engine in long run. Conventional engine noise testing
method is totally based on subjective experience of the testing operators. Operator has to gone through rigorous
training to become a competent noise tester. At the end of the assembly line each and every engine is loaded on an
engine test rig where all the required electrical and fuel connection are given and the engine is started for the first
time. Operator has to carefully listen the engine noise at different speed for any abnormality and has to certify the
engine quality. Subjective engine testing has its own difficulties. In some engine cases, we found that there is
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conflict among the test operators upon the quality of the engine, operators are not always accurate due to long
hearing fatigue to pin point defect, sometime they find difficulties to distinguish a normal and abnormal noise. In
many instances engine is rejected by line operator but it got accepted by an expert operator in rework station, it
creates unnecessary rechecking of the engine. In some cases, engine abnormal noise is so subtle that human ear
could not experience the noise but the noise manifest when the engine is loaded on the vehicle, hence the engine
has to dissemble from the vehicle and again has to recall to engine testing area, this increases the vehicle and
engine reworks. Moreover, as a progressive industry we should not allow our work force to continuously exposed
to noise this leads to premature hearing loss and other psychological disorders.

1.1 Research Aim

The aim of the research is to migrate the currently labour-intensive and subjective process of using human
operators to check, to an objective and technology-driven method based on the evaluation of vibration, effectively
reducing errors, dependencies on manual intervention, and noise hazards to operators. To meet the aim of the
research the following objectives are defined.
a.
b.

2.

Develop a health index model to distinguish between healthy and faulty engine. And also, to rate the
engine health on a scale of 1-10. Where 10 signifies excellent and smooth engine and 1 signifies severely
faulty engine.
Develop a fault diagnosis model to identify type of fault in case the engine reported faulty by health index
model

Literature Review

In recent years, researchers have developed intelligence system for on-line fault detection and classification.
Conditioning monitoring of rotary machinery using vibration signal is exists for a long time. But by the
advancement of the computer technology and advance machine learning algorithms monitoring systems are now
become more accurate and user friendly. In the last decade, researchers have come up with model-based fault
detection and diagnosis method (Gertler et al. 1993; Nyberg, 2002). One of the researchers (Yan and Zhang, 2009)
have developed a novel real time fault diagnosis system using hierarchical neural network for a steam turbine
generator. And another researcher (Jeng and Wei, 2002) have developed an online conditioning and monitoring
system for feed roll in a plate mill industry. In recent years many researchers have come up with pattern recognition
technique using AI algorithm among which artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm is most prevalent (Ahmed
et al. 2014; Runxuan, 2005; Pomerleau, 1993; Patuwo, 1993; Warner and Misra, 1996; Teixeira et al. 2000). ANN
is one of the most robust algorithms to map non-linear inputs and outputs. ANN is resemblance of the brain where
billions of neurons communicate with each other within a intricated neuron network which passes information
inform of chemical or electrical energy. In a nut shell, the advance method of fault detection and diagnosis deals
with vibration data acquisition and processing the data using machine learning algorithm to detect and diagnosis
the fault.
In our research, we have also selected vibration data only instead of acoustic signal. Many researchers have
experimented with acoustic data and combination of acoustic and vibration data for detection and diagnosis of
machines but not able to achieve any significant result. More over acquiring acoustic data required anechoic set
up which is not feasible to provide in factory environment, Ambient noise from other machines would interfere in
data acquisition.

3.

Engine Vibration Measurement System

In this section, we will discuss the methodology we have used to measure the engine vibration. Our approach is to
measure the vibration of the engine at different location of the engine and at different speed range to evaluate the
engine health also to diagnosis the type of engine fault from all the possible operating condition.

3.1 Experimental Setup

In our research, we have acquired vibration data from 160 cc single cylinder four stroke engine. Specification of
the engine is given in the Table 1. All the produced engines in the assembly line are 100% tested on the end of line
(EOL) engine test rig [Figure 1]. The EOL engine test rig is the integral part of the manufacturing line. we are
measuring the engine vibration at three different locations [Figure 2] engine cylinder head, cover magneto and
starter motor. This Three locations are the optimum sensor location from where all the possible engine fault can
be detected. We are capturing the vibration signal at three different speed range as certain fault type manifest at
certain speed range only, like primary gear damage noise can be heard at 3000-4000 rpm speed.
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Starter motor

Cover magneto

Cylinder head

Figure 2: Accelerometer sensor location

Figure 1: EOL engine test rig

Table 1: Engine specification
Number of cylinders/ strokes
Single cylinder and 4 stroke engine.
Fuel
Rated power

Petrol
13 kW

Rated idling speed

1500 Rpm

cooling

Air cooled

3.2 Vibration Measurement System Technical Architecture

To capture the vibration signal from the engine three accelerometer sensors are used at three different locations of
engine to capture all the possible types of defects. We have used magnetic mount type vibration sensor instead of
stud mount to reduce the cycle time of the engine testing. Magnetic mount is also a convenient way of mounting
sensors on engine. Figure 4 shows the complete vibration measurement system architecture. Vibration signals from
the all three accelerometer sensors are fed to a vibration analyzer. Vibration analyzer filter out the higher
frequencies from the signals. It captures the time domain data and convert it to a FFT domain. Both the time and
FFT domain data are stored locally in the vibration analyzer. It computes the statistical features (RMS, skewness
etc) from the time domain and FFT domain signals and send it to a local PC over an etherNet/IP protocol.

Figure 3: Vibration measurement test phases
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In the local PC LabVIEW program is running which received the engine rpm signal from the pulser coil of the
engine. The engine test rig also equipped with an additional apparatus called automatic throttle puller which is
servo motor based linear actuator which pull the engine’s throttle cable to control the engine speed [Figure 5].
LabVIEW program runs a closed loop test cycle which runs the engine at all the three test speeds (Crank, Idle and
Ramp) by actuating the automatic throttle puller with rpm feedback. LabVIEW program handshakes with vibration
analyzer system with digital I/Os. LabVIEW sends signal capture start and stop trigger to vibration analyzer when
engine speed reaches at particular range. At the end of the test cycle vibration analyzer sends all the features data
to the local PC. Machine learning based data analytics software is installed in the local PC which take the locally
stored features data and evaluate the engine health. There is a manual provision in the software to enter the engine
healthy/ Faulty label. During initial model training operator enter the engine healthy, faulty and type of defect
information into the software. Based on the operator’s feedback machine learning model is trained.

Figure 4: Technical architecture of vibration measurement system

Figure 5: Automatic throttle puller

3.3 Vibration Data Capturing and Data Preparation

To capture the vibration data from engine we have used magnetic mount piezoelectric ICP uniaxial accelerometers
(Sensitivity-10 mV/g, Range- ± 500g, Max Limit- ±1000 g, Temperature range - -55 to 120 ºC). Three secs of
vibration signal data are captured in all the three test phases from all the three sensor and it stored locally for
further analysis. Every engine test cycle generates a total of 9 vibration signals (combination of 3 test phase*3
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sensor location). In Table 2 shows all the 9-vibration signals. In the Table 3 we have shown five types of typical
abnormal engine noises occurred during EOL testing with the root cause and associated signals for each type of
fault. Associated signals are those potential signals which shows abnormal signal pattern for the corresponding
fault type, this information obtained from the subjective expertise of the engine testing operator and it helps us in
feature selection exercise during fault diagnosis model development. These five types of noise fault are used to
train the fault diagnosis model. Figure 6 shows an example of balancer gear noise engine fault and its
corresponding signal pattern.
Table 2: Vibration signals generated in every test cycle
Signal 1
Signal 2
Signal 3
Signal 4
Signal 5
Signal 6

Crank-Head Sensor Vibration Signal
Crank-Cover Magneto Sensor Vibration Signal
Crank-Starter Motor Sensor Vibration Signal
Idle-Head Sensor Vibration Signal
Idle-Cover Magneto Sensor Vibration Signal
Idle-Starter Motor Sensor Vibration Signal

Signal 7
Signal 8
Signal 9

Ramp-Head Sensor Vibration Signal
Ramp-Cover Magneto Sensor Vibration Signal
Ramp-Starter Motor Sensor Vibration Signal

Table 3:Vibration signal associated with particular type of engine fault

Engine defects

Root cause

Balancer gear noise

Teeth damage, gear misalignment,

Bearing noise

Burr, dust inside bearing

Primary gear damage

Primary gear teeth damage

Automatic chain tensioner (ACT)
noise
Head Noise

Tensioner not open,
Cam shaft lobe profile damage

Associated Signals
Signal 5, Signal 6, Signal 8,
Signal 9
Signal 8, Signal 9
Signal 5, Signal 6, Signal 8,
Signal 9
Signal 4, Signal 5, Signal 6,
Signal 7, Signal 8, Signal 9
Signal 4, Signal 7

Figure 6: Healthy and faulty engine signal comparison

4. Machine Learning Techniques
After capturing the multiple vibration signal from different engine running condition the data is further processed
and different features are extracted. The extracted features are then used by the machine learning algorithm. In our
research we have only considered time domain features, frequency domain features and band pass filter features.
From the captured raw vibration data numerous types of features can be extracted from both the time domain,
frequency domain data and band pass filter data. One of the major challenges for any machine learning algorithm
to works well is to select healthy features from the pool of features. For our research healthy features are those
features which separate and classify faulty engines from good engines. Our first approach with the data is to extract
features and select the healthy features using standard features selection tool. Using the selected features, we have
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built a health index model which can separate the healthy engine from faulty engine. We have also built a diagnosis
model which can classify the type of faulty in the engine.

4.1 Features Selection Routine
We have considered different standard features selection tool like Fisher criterion, wrapper method, Lasso
regression and information gain. We have found Fisher criterion and wrapper method are more appropriate for our
application.

4.1.1 Fisher Criterion

The expression for the fisher criterion discriminant value is provided below. where i and j are the noise labels, μi,k
and μj,k are the means of the kth features, and σi,fk and σj,fk are the variances of the kth feature:

The general idea of the fisher criteria is to rank the features based on their ability to separate the healthy engine
from the faulty and noisy engine. Fisher criterion eliminate the irrelevant features which do not contribute in
separating the healthy and faulty engine. Below in the Table 4 we have calculated the fisher values of different
feature between good and faulty engine. We can see few of the features shown below have large fisher value
which is ideal for separating the healthy and faulty engine.

4.1.2 Wrapper Method:
The wrapper method is an optimization approach, in which it searches and tries to find the best features to classify
the different engine noises. we have used a decision tree as our classification method within this optimization
approach. The method keeps adding features, until the classification results do not improve by a noticeable amount.
At the end it shortlists a combination of features that gives optimal classification accuracy. Flow of the wrapper
method is shown in the Figure 7

Figure 7: Wrapper method feature selection flow
Table 4: Fisher criterion ranking result
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Table 5 shows the original list of features extracted by the vibration analyzer. These features are the primary
information on which machine learning models are built. These include features from both the time domain and
frequency domain data from all the three signals and three test phases.
Table 5: Features extraction calculation
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4.1.3 Feature Selection Approach

The following approaches (Figure 8) used to shortlist the features from the Table 5 for both the health index and
diagnostic models. Here idea is to pick up 3 top performing features from the features set for a particular noise
type. We have used both the fisher’s criterion and wrapper method tool for shortlisting the features. Using the
following approach total 24 features has been shortlisted for all the noise type. Interestingly among 20 out of 24
features are from idle and ramp test phase.

Figure 8: Feature selection approach

After shortlisting the relevant features using the features selection approach, we have developed the
machine learning models that will predict the engine health and as well as pin point the type of fault if
any.
4.2 Engine Health Index Model
Our first approach is to develop a machine learning model which will calculate the engine health index.
Engine health index is indexing method between 1 to 10 which signifies the degree of engine health
where engine heath index 10 signifies a smooth good engine without any abnormal noise and engine
health index 1 signifies an engine with severe abnormal noise. For this model we have used the auto
associative kernel regression (AAKR) algorithm to determine the health of the engine. AAKR is widely
used for signal reconstruction, condition monitoring and anomaly detection and it is capable of dealing
with nonlinear system. The developed model is able to separate the healthy engines from faulty engine
with an overall accuracy of 83.7% with true positive rate of 94 % and false positive rate of 25%. The
result is shown in the Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Health index model result

4.3 Engine Fault Diagnosis Model

After the health index model has calculated the health index of the engine and if the engine reported faulty by
health index model (health index less than 6) then the engine data is again analyzed with the fault diagnostic
model. The idea of the fault diagnosis model is to diagnose the type fault the engine has. For development of this
model, we have collected more than 500 engine data combination of 5 types of typical engine fault and train the
model. We have used random forest algorithm to classify the engine fault. Random forest is a classification
model consists of decision trees. Decision tree is a statistical method used for classification task which be teach
with training data set. The developed model able to classify the faults with an overall accuracy of 75.9%.
Confusion matrix of the classified model is shown in the Figure 10

Figure 10: Engine diagnostic model result

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have addressed the one of the major challenges of the automotive industry to objectify the engine
end of line testing with a modern vibration data acquisition system and machine learning algorithm. For our
application we have used vibration sensor instead of acoustic sensor to get rid of the noise interference from
neighbor machines. We have found vibration data also yield satisfactory in terms of separating the faulty engine
from good engine. We have developed industry compatible system architecture to capture the vibration data and
analyzed the data using modern machine learning tools. We have acquired the vibration data from three vibration
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sensor at three different engine speed range which covers most of the spectrum of the engine running condition
where fault can be detect. We have used statistical methods to calculate the features value from the raw vibration
signal. Standard features selection tools fisher’s criterion and wrapper method used to shortlist the features which
gives optimum accuracy by the machine learning algorithm. We have developed two machine learning model first
health index model based on auto associative kernel regression algorithm which compute engine health on a scale
of 1-10, where 10 stands for excellent and smooth engine and 1 stands for severely faulty engine. Second, we have
developed diagnostic model based on random forest algorithm which classify the engine fault if the engine is
reported faulty by health index model. We have conducted a blind test with a set of healthy and faulty engines, we
have achieved overall accuracy of 83.7% with true positive rate of 94 % and false positive rate of 25% for the
health index model. Engine diagnostic model yields an overall accuracy of 75.9%
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